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TRANSITION TEAM MEETING #2 

Wednesday, September 10, 2014 ~ Shooting Star Casino 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Brent Gish Hepsi Barnett Lenny Fineday Quinne Goodwin 

Celeste Cloud Jerome Lhotka Lorna LaGue Sharon Enjady-Mitchell 

Elizabeth St.Clair Jill Doerfler Marcy Hart Shayna Blue 

Emma King Joan LaVoy Mike Smith  

Franklin “Bud” Heisler Joe LaGarde Mindy Iverson  

Gabe Brisbois Joe Plumer Pam Aspinwall  

    

1. Prayer 

A blessing was conducted by Tim St.Clair who also honored the Transition Team with a Talking Feather.  Emma 

King will be the Feather Keeper on behalf of the group.  The feather will be available at all meetings and 

accessible to anyone at any time. 

 

2. Welcome & Housekeeping Items with Lorna LaGue 

- The meeting minutes of the August 21, 2014 meeting were discussed. Motion by Gabe Brisbois and second 

by Quinne Goodwin to approve the minutes as submitted.  All in favor.  Meeting minutes will be posted on 

the Constitutional Reform website as they are approved. 

- Carleen Hisgun was introduced to the team, she will be present and recording the meetings as we go 

forward.  Recordings at this time will be used for documentation and archival purposes. 

- Discussion was held on social media.  A Facebook page has been drafted but has not gone live yet, it will 

be used to engage the community and share exercises that the Team goes through in their meetings.  The 

page will be monitored and administered by Lorna, Jill and Hepsi; we encourage Team members to 

contribute to the discussions. 

- Lorna informed the group that although she has received a few phone calls in regards to membership on 

the Transition Team, no one has submitted a letter of interest to be added. 

 

3.  Review last meeting with Hepsi Barnett 

- The Team moved to the hallway for a “Count to 10” exercise as a group. 

- Hepsi reviewed the information agreed upon by the Team in the August meeting.  The values we will share 

and expectations we have as a Team.  The history exercise was a good reminder of the resiliency we have 

had, although we have obstacles, we need to keep moving forward. 
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- Research has shown that Tribes seem to be doing well with their own governance.  A cultural match is 

important.  Marcy & Lenny commented on the “Rebuilding Native Nations” reading handed out at our last 

meeting: the “standard approach” is a barrier for Tribes, but the “Nation Building approach” includes an 

alignment with cultural values. 

 

4.  Visioning Exercise with Hepsi Barnett 

Team members sat face-to-face and took turns asking five different questions of each member of the group. 

Responses from these questions were gathered and the Team broke into five different groups, each tasked to 

use the responses from one question to create a vision statement.   

Q 1: What are some of the values and traditions that define White Earth as a society? How do these 

values and traditions connect to actions and the way we treat each other? 

 

VISION 1: By honoring, practicing and following our seven teachings which include: love, wisdom, 

respect, courage, truth, humility, and bravery is the basis how we treat one another and live mino-

bimaadiziiwin (the good life). 

 

Q 2: How do White Earth’s citizens/members contribute to White Earth society today? What 

responsibilities do future White Earth citizens/members have to contribute to White Earth society? 

 

VISION 2:  Today White Earth citizens have limited involvement by the people in government.  In the 

future, the citizens will take responsibility for the language and cultural preservation and continuing 

existence of our Nation.   

 

Q 3: What are some challenges White Earth society is facing now? What can be done to ensure a better 

future for our next generations?  

 

VISION: Unhealthy families and a lack of balance between government and citizens presents us with 

challenges such as addiction, lack of education, an unhealthy economy and a dependence on 

government.  Better balance of government utilizing resources to support family/culture structure will lead 

to healthy families leading to healthy communities leading to a healthy nation.  *Harmony 

 

Q 4: How is the government structure under the newly approved Constitution of the White Earth Nation 

different from the current government structure? 

 

VISION 4:  Empowers for the people in significant ways:   

 Separation of powers 

 Increased membership guarantees our tribe will live on 

 Increases participation at government level – not only participation but responsibility 
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Q 5: What changes do you foresee when the newly approved Constitution of the White Earth Nation is 

implemented? 

 

VISION 5:  When the new constitution is implemented, the larger government will have equal 

representation and a separation of powers that encourages greater citizen participation with 

accountability and transparency that sustains a productive nation that will maintain proud and perpetual 

existence. 

5. Setting Objectives and Priorities with Hepsi Barnett 

Using an analogy of moving from one house to another, there are a lot of details that need to be considered 

and some things need to be done before others.  The Team was tasked with identifying first what our current 

government oversees: 

 Governing, setting the rules & intergovernmental relations - Administration – Economic 

Development – Law Enforcement – Judicial Service s- Natural Resources – Membership – 

Improving and maintaining infrastructure – schools – housing – food – child care – gaming/business 

enterprises – health – business development – education – land acquisition – Human Services – 

Jobs & Training – Indian Child Welfare 

 

Discussion was held in regards to the different branches of government under the new Constitution: 

 Legislative: passing laws, government relations 

Executive: execute and administer programs, government relations 

Judicial: interpretation of laws, government relations 

 

With three different branches, the aspects of governance allow a separation of powers with checks and 

balances.  When making a law, the Legislative branch may have had one intention misunderstood by the 

Executive branch – this would be resolved by the Judicial branch by issuing an interpretation.  There becomes 

more of a balance of power; now everything is under only one branch.   

 

It is our goal as the Transition Team is to assist in ensuring there is a smooth transition.  We will make an 

inventory of what needs to be done so the government can continue to operate smoothly during the transition 

to the new government.  The analogy of moving from one house to another was used to help the Team begin 

to think about this task. It is critical for us to preserve what we have, so the new government has everything 

accounted for.  The Team broke into groups to start to create task lists: 

 

Executive Branch Tasks: 

 Orientation – create two-way trust 

 Policies & Procedures – preserve these – document & report – gather the information – let’s see 

what others have done – figure out how to make them usable – summarize, maybe subcommittee 
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to keep things going smoothly or a template listing funding sources, services, alignment with culture 

and values 

 Financial status – know the budget and check signers 

 Education – for the community at large – create a communication plan 

 

Legislative Branch Tasks: 

 Determining districts – referendum – survey and education 

 Elect legislators 

 Pass new laws in conformance with the new Constitution 

 

Judicial Branch Tasks: 

 Code must be complete – need to collect sections, ordinances and resolutions 

 Declaration – what Tribal Law consists of 

 Family group decision making 

 Restorative Justice Philosophy 

 Detailed Legislative History 

 Broad view of impacts Anishinaabeg 

 Public Law 280 – diminish impact 

 

Groups wrapped by reporting back. Some noted that they had gotten a bit off track and were already thinking of 

how things would actually operate under the new government. We need to stay focused on the transition process 

and will continue to work on these lists during future meetings. 

 

6. Meeting Summary/Prep & Logistics for Next meeting 

- Hepsi Barnett concluded her session by informing the group that we have only just begun to create a list 

of the tasks.  Our goal is to make the transition as smooth as possible.  

- Jill Doerfler gave a summary of an anticipated survey that will be completed by the MN State 

Demographer’s office to assist in defining the new legislative districts.  We plan to include the Team in the 

development of the survey.   

- Lorna LaGue asked about the next meeting date which was confirmed for October 8th.  A Team Member 

asked about Tribal Council participation, Lorna will relay a message that their presence is requested as the 

work the team is completing will have far reaching impacts into the future. 

- Additional T Team meetings tentatively scheduled for November 12 and December 10. 


